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custom solution have also been studied. A separate read and
write word line 8T SRAM architecture was adopted as the
GPR’s cell array for both area saving and robustness. The
read and write decoder circuit was re-optimized, which is
capable of not only reducing power consumption, but
decreasing the complexity of the peripheral circuits.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section I,
a brief background and overview of the design is introduced.
In Section II, the details of the GPR implementation include
circuit and layout is proposed. Section III presents the
comparison of full-custom and semi-custom design as well
as previous studies. And Section IV obtains the conclusion
of the whole work.

Abstract—The design of a full custom 32×32 bit general purpose
register (GPR) file with three read ports and three write ports for a
microprocessor in SMIC 65nm Logic Low-Leakage CMOS
technology was presented. During the design process, a full
custom method with specific circuit construction including robust
cell array and optimized decoder circuit was proposed in order to
control power consumption and design area. For test mode only,
an internal circuitry was built to resolve multiple write-port
address collisions. With respect to conventional semi-custom
solution, the full custom approach achieves 28% saving of power
as well as 43% of area. Its operating frequency can reach up to
900MHz, the occupied area is 0.0311mm2 and the average power
dissipation comes to 5.83mW at 1.2V supply voltage which is also
superior to some previous designs.

I.

A. Implementation Overview
The designed 3-read and 3-write GPR with 32×32-bit
memory cell array is based on SMIC 65nm LL process. Fig.
1 shows the block diagram of the GPR file. Expect for the
32×32 memory cell, it consists of read/write pre-decoder,
read/write decoder, finite state machine, sense amplify
module and write-through-read control circuit. All of the
input data, address, enable, valid, and output data signals are
latched for avoiding unpredictable variations when
operations are performed. In addition, to resolve multiple
write-port address collisions, an internal circuitry that
deliberately set the write priority of each port was built for
test mode.

INTRODUCTION

General purpose register file is an integral part of the
microprocessor design and its performance is critical to the
whole chip since it consumes a significant fraction of
processor’s power and total area. According to former study,
GPR accounted for about 12% power dissipation of the total
processor, in particular 41% of data supply energy in
Stanford ELM processor [1]. And also, one additional work
shows that the area of the register file is estimated to be over
four times larger than the 64KB primary data cache [2].
Therefore, apart from considering operating speed,
concerned about power consumption and area is an
important issue.
To satisfy the requirements of low power dissipation and
small area cost, a number of approaches have been reported
previously. Full custom GPR architecture can reduce power
and silicon area significantly compared to GPR file based on
traditional standard library [3]. Since not all operands need
the full-bit width of a register entry, a bit-partitioned register
file was proposed to tackle the energy and area problems by
M. Kondo et al. [4]. However, complicated construction was
likely to increase the design cost, while reducing the
reliability of circuit. Furthermore, a delayed write-back
queue combined with an operand pre-fetch technique which
comprise of an operand pre-fetch buffer and request queue
was used to reduce port number of register file [5]. Although
just the former technique is able to save both 40% power
consumption and area occupation, they caused the delay
increased as well as performance sacrificed.
In this paper, we present a 32-word×32-bit 3-read 3-write
GPR file under full custom design methodology. As
comparison, the GPR synthesized by conventional semi-
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Figure 1. The GPR file architecture block diagram with 3-read and
3-write ports.

The function of the GPR contains three modes, which are
read, write and write-through-read, depending on the values
of the address, enable and valid signals. The address
comparison for a write-through-read operation is performed
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inside the GPR. If the write-through-read is efficient, the
write-port data inputs are sent directly to the read-port data
outputs and written into the cell arrays in one clock cycle
instead of performing a write followed by a read. Such an
action would improve the working speed, save power
dissipation obviously. When the read and write enable
signals were valid, read address and write address was
compared. As a result, if the addresses were equal, the writeto-read operation was performed.

power in out 8T cell array can be reduced. Furthermore,
different from 6T cell array, there is no unnecessary read of
unselected columns because those columns reside on a
separate write word line.
TABLE I.
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B. Memory Cell Array
When carry out the GPR memory cell design, we pay
close attention to area and robustness. The conventional 6T
cell structure with two nMOSs pass-gate has fundamental
stability problem that may cause data destruction in storage
node when read operation is performed. Thus, it is not
suitable for using as multi-port GPR file cell, especially
when multi-port read performed in one cell. And although
the cell introduced in [6] which added isolating inverters
between coupled inverters and read bit line has superiority in
stability, it consumes much precious area [6]. To overcome
these disadvantages, a robust 8T cell [7] with separate read
write word lines and different read write ports was used, as
shown in Fig. 2. The single array cell contains totally 16
MOS transistors, MN4~MN10 are transmission transistors
for writing operation of three write ports, and MN11~MN16
are separate read transistor which combine with three read
bit lines.
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C. Read and Write decoder
For input read and write addresses with the addition of
control signals, a pre-decode operation is needed. By this
way, the faster working speed can be achieved. The read and
write pre-decoder includes a latch, a 2-to-4 decoder and a 3to-8 decoder of each port so as to generate the 12 bit
temporary address. As mentioned before, an internal
circuitry which used to resolve multiple write-port address
collisions was built into the write address decoder part. Fig. 3
depicts the structure of write decoder integrated with address
collisions resolution circuit where ACL, BCL and CCL are
address input control signals, and WENWL is write enable
signal. When there is more than one port writes data to the
same address of GPR array, the port priority is defined. In
this work, we set the A port with the highest priority, B
followed and C the lowest as shown in Fig. 3. With this
approach, we combined the write decoder and address
collisions resolution circuit together ingeniously, so that the
write address conflicts would be resolved without any
additional module. It is helpful to reduce power consumption
of the whole GPR and save silicon area.
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Figure 2. The Separate read and write 8T GRP cell array
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In order to evaluate the stability of our 8T-SRAM based
cell, the static noise margin (SNM) is simulated by
Seevinck’s method [8]. The results are listed in Table I, and
the simulated results of traditional 6T cell are also given. It
shows that the two cross-coupled inverters provided a
significantly larger SNM. Without read disturbs, the
robustness of 8T- SRAM based GPR cell is improved
effective.
As we can see that the additional two read transistors in
8T GPR cell may lead to an increase in cell area over
traditional 6T cell, yet greatly improvement of cell stability
is obtained. The single cell area of out 8T cell, however,
comes to 16.30um which is much smaller than the cell area
(20.52um) in [6]. On the other hand, due to only those
columns that need to be accessed will switch, the active
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Figure 3. The structured of optimized write address decoder

During read operation, a comparison between read
address and write address is carried out when read enable
signal is valid. This determines whether the output data is
taken from the cell array or input port directly or keep
unchanged. Considering these, the read address decoder is
more complicated with respect to write one. Finally, we
adopted one three-input NOR gate and two two-input NAND
gate to achieve lower power consumption and smaller
occupied area.
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D. Layout
The layout of the GPR was accomplished by full-custom
method as well, as shown in Fig. 4. An advantage of the fullcustom layout is the opportunity to optimize the cell array
and placement of peripheral circuit for smaller silicon area.
From Fig. 4, we can see that the 32×32 cell array is in the
centre and occupies about 53% of the whole chip. The datain and data-out module is symmetrical in bottom and top of
side in order to avoid crowd. The read decoder and write
decoder is symmetrically placed on both side of cell array for
the purpose of shortening the signal path. With regards to the
cell, a compact layout was achieved, which run the read and
write word lines horizontally across the cell width like the
word line in 6T cells.
III.
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Figure 5. Simulation results at each voltage supply and temperature. (a)
Frequency. (b) Power consumption
TABLE II.

THE COMPARISON OF FULL-CUSTOM (FC) AND
SYNTHESIZED (SYN) DESIGN RESULTS
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Moreover, the power per port per frequency is obtained
according to equation (2)
(2)

Power[ PW ]
Freq[MHz ]< nread  ports  nwrite ports

1.32

(a)

(1)

Ppppf

1.20

Supply Voltage (V)

The GPR file in this work would be implemented in
SMIC 65nm 1P6M Low-Leakage (LL) process. Fig. 5 (a)
and (b) give the frequency and power consumption of the
GPR at different voltage supply and temperature respectively.
From Fig. 5 (a), we could find that as the voltage supply
increases, the operating frequency shows an upward trend.
Moreover, when the voltage is the same, the better
performance is achieved at low temperature. Checking Fig. 5
(b), it is clearly seen that the lower supply voltage, the
smaller energy dissipation. At the optimum operating voltage
of 1.2V, the GPR can work well at 917MHz with 5.52mW
power consumption.
As mentioned before, the primary full-custom design
results along with traditional synthesized one are given in
Table II. Compared with the synthesized design, the fullcustom one obtains a dynamic power decrease of 28% as
well as considerable leakage power decline due to welldesigned circuit. Furthermore, significant silicon area
reduction up to 43% was realized by optimizing the layout
and placement relative to synthesized design.
To make the comparison more comprehensive and
explicit, the normalized power was defined as following:

Pnorm
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Figure 4. The layout of the GPR file
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Similarly, the normalized area was given by (3)

Anorm

Area[ P m 2 ]
nwords <nbits < nread  ports  nwrite ports

[3]

(3)
[4]

All the parameters of our design including P norm , P pppf
and A norm are listed in table III. Meanwhile some previously
published works are also presented as comparison. The
results show that the power consumption is reduced
significantly except for [12]. Especially the normalized
power reaches 31.94nW/ bit·MHz which is the lowest one.
Even through the silicon area is not the smallest, it still has
remarkable advantage over other recently published register
files.
IV.
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[7]

CONCLUSION

This paper details the full-custom design of a 32×32 bit
3-read 3-write general purpose register file. The
implementation adopts 8T SRAM cell with separate read and
write word and bit line as the memory cell. This approach
not only ensures the stability, also reduces the occupied area.
The write decoder with address collisions resolution circuit
and the read decoder integrate with address comparison
circuit are elaborately design to decline both power
consumption and silicon area respectively. Besides, the fullcustom layout realized the optimization of cell array as well
as external circuit placement for area efficient. The GPR is
implemented in SMIC 65nm technology, and the simulation
results demonstrate that both power dissipation and area
decreased significantly with respect to synthesized
consequence. Further, compared with some published works,
superiority in power and area is obvious as well.
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